A time domain approach for the fluctuation analysis of heart rate related to instantaneous lung volume.
This paper presents a time domain technique for estimating transfer characteristics from fluctuations of instantaneous lung volume (ILV) to heart rate (HR). An effective procedure for estimating the impulse response of HR to ILV is proposed. Pre- and post-processing procedures, including prefiltering of the HR signal, preenhancement of the high frequency content of the ILV signal, and post-filtering of the estimated impulse response, together with a random breathing technique, are shown to effectively reduce spurious transfer gain so as to get a stable estimate of the impulse response. Analysis of the data collected from fourteen healthy male subjects in various conditions revealed that there are three components in the impulse response: fast positive, delayed slow negative, and oscillatory. The effects of the autonomic blocking agents propranolol and atropine on these transfer characteristics are also described.